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Tonight, I want to talk briefly about an interesting Ham Radio mode 
that few of us have experienced: EME (earth-moon-earth) or “moonbounce” 
communications.  EME uses the moon as a passive repeater to reflect signals
between earth stations.  There are thousands of stations working EME on all 
bands between 50 MHz and 10 GHz, with 2 meter and 70 cm bands being 
the most popular.  (On 2 meters, EME is at the low end of the band, 144.000
to about 144.170 MHz.)

To participate in EME, you will need an antenna with at least 12 dBd 
gain, at least 150 watts, and a good low noise preamplifier. Of course, more 
is better. Path loss between EME stations ranges between 150 to over 300 
dB, so we are talking VERY WEAK signals here.  A single multi-element 
antenna may work, but typical installations use arrays of two or four yagis 
fed in phase.  Low-loss feed line is critical, also.  

The antenna array can be used with a single rotator for azimuth only, 
but this limits your operation to moonrise and moonset times only.  If you 
add elevation control (az-el mount), you can track the moon as it traverses 
the sky.  The distance to the moon varies, and path loss is about 2 dB less at 
perigee (closest) than at apogee (farthest).  Sky noise (radiation from othe]r 
stars and objects in the galaxy) also varies between about 175 to over 3000 
degrees Kelvin; anything over 400 degrees is a problem for smaller stations. 
Tracking programs are available on the internet for forecasting sky noise.

As for operating techniques, almost all contacts are made in CW, or 
Morse Code.  SSB has been used under best conditions with top-end 
stations, but signal levels are typically too weak for voice communications.  
Contacts are usually pre-arranged, or during scheduled times, using the HF 
bands or internet.  Random contacts are also common between larger 
stations, but very small stations will have better success on pre-arranged 
schedules.

You can learn much more about EME on many web sites; some of 
tonight’s information came from dxzone.com – “How To Get Started On 
EME”.

And, if you really get hooked on EME and want an added challenge, 
you can always try “Meteor Scatter”, using the ionized trail of meteorites as 
passive repeaters.  They are a lot closer than the moon is, but timing is really
everything here!  The next Perseids meteor shower is August 11 and 12, so 
you have a month to get ready.  Good luck!


